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QUESTION 1

John is working as a computer forensics investigator for a consulting firm in Canada. He is called to seize a computer at
a local web caf?John is working as a computer forensics investigator for a consulting firm in Canada. He is called to
seize a computer at a local web caf purportedly used as a botnet server. John thoroughly scans the computer and finds
nothing that would lead him to think the computer was a botnet server. John decides to scan the virtual memory of the
computer to possibly find something he had missed. What information will the virtual memory scan produce? 

A. It contains the times and dates of when the system was last patched 

B. It is not necessary to scan the virtual memory of a computer 

C. It contains the times and dates of all the system files 

D. Hidden running processes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What method of copying should always be performed first before carrying out an investigation? 

A. Parity-bit copy 

B. Bit-stream copy 

C. MS-DOS disc copy 

D. System level copy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A suspect is accused of violating the acceptable use of computing resources, as he has visited adult websites and
downloaded images. The investigator wants to demonstrate that the suspect did indeed visit these sites. However, the
suspect has cleared the search history and emptied the cookie cache. Moreover, he has removed any images he might
have downloaded. What can the investigator do to prove the violation? Choose the most feasible option. 

A. Image the disk and try to recover deleted files 

B. Seek the help of co-workers who are eye-witnesses 

C. Check the Windows registry for connection data (You may or may not recover) 

D. Approach the websites for evidence 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

BMP (Bitmap) is a standard file format for computers running the Windows operating system. BMP images can range
from black and white (1 bit per pixel) up to 24 bit color (16.7 million colors). Each bitmap file contains header, the
RGBQUAD array, information header, and image data. Which of the following element specifies the dimensions,
compression type, and color format for the bitmap? 

A. Header 

B. The RGBQUAD array 

C. Information header 

D. Image data 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Why are Linux/Unix based computers better to use than Windows computers for idle scanning? 

A. Windows computers will not respond to idle scans 

B. Linux/Unix computers are easier to compromise 

C. Windows computers are constantly talking 

D. Linux/Unix computers are constantly talking 

Correct Answer: C 
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